
with the leader 
in eSIM cloud

As a telco looking to grow your subscriber base what are the regular 
challenges you face from your SIM vendor?
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High costs?

Outages?

Complex solutions?

Lead times?

Service response times?

Workz can help resolve these challenges...

Save time, cost, and effort
Workz is the recognised alternative to expensive, 
traditional SIM providers enabling network 
providers to grow their customer base and 
revenues faster, easier, and more affordably. 

Grow subscribers 
with next-gen 
SIM solutions



Capture opportunities with 
cloud-based eSIM solutions

Workz offers a full suite of intelligent, future-proof eSIM solutions from SIMs to 
over-the-air subscriber management services plus a range of support services including 
smart multi IMSI solutions and custom SIM applet development.

1st eSIM cloud 
1st certified eSIM 
management cloud platform 
hosted in US and Europe

Only hybrid solution
Dual eSIM management solution 
for both consumer & M2M devices

1st open eSIM hub 
Overlay system to manage 
multiple eSIM tenants, sales 
channels, & platforms

Entitlement server  
Activate subscriptions for eSIM 
companion devices

Top 10 SIM producer  
Leading manufacturer with 
GSMA and ISO certified facilities 
for eSIM/SIM

Activation services  
From QR codes to discovery 
& full onboarding apps
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Workz eSIM overview

We are unique in that we are not a large, expensive, 
and cumbersome organisation left over from a 
bygone era, too slow to meet changing client and 
market demands. Nor are we a price-focused, 
cost-cutting, low-quality provider with high risk. 

Workz is a lean and agile company focused on the 
challenges of today and the opportunities of 
tomorrow. We are small and nimble enough to move 
fast and enable our clients to be disruptive while 
providing strong customer service, and we are large 
enough to deliver on our promises and be acclaimed 
as one of the world’s top five providers. We ensure 
100% control with everything manufactured and 
developed in-house.

A proven fit for your business

Proven subscriber 
growth for 

130+
telcos

70+
countries 

Top 5 eSIM provider 
and leader in eSIM cloud

Top 10 SIM producer 

Complete suite of solutions 
for management of the eSIM lifecycle

Fully secure, interoperable and 
futureproof solutions: 1 of only 5 full 
providers certified by GSMA SAS

100% telecoms-focused since 1997

eSIM management scorecard
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Workz has risen up in their completeness, partnership, platform 
capabilities and geo reach to become one of the top players globally.

Neil Shah, VP at Counterpoint Research



Complete solution, security and control
Workz provides a complete and certified turnkey service 
with a full suite of physical and digital solutions all produced 
at our own facilities and developed by our own technical 
engineers. Everything is coordinated and managed 
in-house. 

This means there is full control on security, quality, and 
delivery.

Dynamic and collaborative 
At Workz, we work with you, offering flexibility to customise 
according to your needs and freedom to achieve optimal 
growth with interoperable, technology-agnostic solutions to 
future-proof your investment. We deliver market-first, 
plug-and-play services solutions to give your business the 
competitive edge. These are accompanied by a fully 
collaborative service with direct access to our subject matter 
experts as well as strong technical support and training to 
ensure a complete and comprehensive knowledge transfer to 
your teams.

This ensures easier deployment, faster time to market and the 
freedom to do it your way.

High efficiency, maximum value
Workz operates a lean and agile set-up designed to be able 
to move quickly and efficiently as market opportunities 
evolve to create maximum value for your business. With our 
modular solutions, opex-friendly, pay-as-you-go pricing, you 
only pay for what you need. 

This means you enjoy full scalability to grow with market 
demand and maximise your ROI, without a prohibitive-sized 
investment.

Why telcos choose Workz

Over 130 leading telcos continue to choose Workz, here are three of the 
most popular reasons why:

Grow your customer base and revenues faster, easier, and more affordably. Make it work, make it Workz.
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hello@workz.com www.workz.com


